
Making selective neural lesions has long been an important experimental strategy in neuroscience. The power of this
approach depends in large part on the specificity of the lesions. The term “molecular neurosurgery” refers to the use of targeted
toxins to produce specific neural lesions based on targeting surface molecules on the neurons of interest.

This work began with suicide transport agents, such as ricin, that were delivered to target neurons by retrograde axonal
transport. Suicide transport agents produce anatomically specific lesions but lack cell type selectivity. In order to selectively
destroy specific types of neurons, we developed anti-neuronal immunotoxins such as anti-DBH-SAP, anti-SERT-SAP (Cat. #IT-
23), and 192-IgG-SAP (Cat. #IT-01). These agents consist of monoclonal antibodies that recognize molecules expressed on the
surface of specific types of neurons; the antibody is armed to kill by coupling to the ribosome-inactivating protein, saporin. (The
more recent approach to cell type selective lesioning is neuropeptide-toxin conjugates such as SP-SAP and dermorphin-SAP.)
Saporin, by itself, normally enters cells very inefficiently, but when coupled to a carrier that induces receptor-mediated
endocytosis, saporin uptake can be highly efficient and limited to cells displaying the target molecule. The table below
summarizes the targeted toxins available for the study of pain.
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Targeted toxins in pain
(continued from page 1)

Please visit www.ATSbio.com to see a complete list of references using these targeted toxins.
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